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FEAR THROUGH CENTURIE
			
«HE THAT FEARETH IS NOT MADE PERFECT IN LOVE» (1JOHN 4:18)
			 “NO ONE ON THIS EARTH CAN AVOID AFFLICTION; AND ALTHOUGH THE AFFLICTIONS WHICH THE

LORD SENDS ARE NOT GREAT, MEN IMAGINE THEM BEYOND THEIR STRENGTH AND ARE CRUSHED BY THEM”
(FATHER SOPHRONY SAKHAROV).

STAVROS J.BALOYANNIS*
							

IN THE MEMORY OF MY BROTHER IN LOW VASSILIOS

Summary
Fear is one of the most primitive and distressing emotions of the human being. Every person, even from his childhood, faces the fear, as an unexpectable painful experience of
his life. Fear has been described with dark colors in the world
literature, the texts of history and depicted extensively in the
works of art. The main causative factor of the fear is the existential insecurity and the threat of the life. The tragic threaten
experiences of the natural disasters and particularly the image of the death, have been registered in the mind, even from
the initial steps of man’s uncertain life. The realization and the
conscious understanding, that man may face the death every
day, without knowing the exact time of the end of his life, is
a dominant thought with serious psychological consequences
reasonably. Even from infancy every human being is exposed
to a large variety phobic objects. Step by step every phobic
experience enforces the emotion of fear, which is much exaggerated under noxious and painful circumstances, according
to the quotation that “fear breeds more fear”. The estimation
of the cause of fear and its severity, as well as the prompt and
proper reactions to it is a matter of previous experience, education and personality’s profile of the person. The growing of the
man in a context of fear, threat, existential and social insecurity composes the tragic symphony of anxiety, depression and
despair, which sounds sorrowfully in the depths of his soul. In
some periods of the human history, fear was a real oppressor
of the man, tyrannizing him in his quotidian life. In the history
of people and societies fear has been frequently used as a
measure for imposing power, acting domination, suppressing
human resistance and subjugating persons and people. The
enculturated fear used to penetrate the soul and the mind and
to modulate the human behavior and the general political or social attitude of the people profoundly. The subordination which
is imposed by fear and threat always results in the tragedy of
the man’s emotional suppression and the extinction of his positive perspectives. Inside the broad spectrum of the physical
threat, the addition of the moral fear became the most noxious
and malignant psychological experience, much more painful
than the physical one, overwhelming the soul and the mind. In
the present labyrinthine western society the fear is mostly enculturated and transmitted by the media, the press, the modern art and music, either as a diffuse unpleasant dominating
emotion or as a concrete well focused painful feeling, which is
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increased gradually. Today the prevailing fear is mostly the
fear of the nuclear war, of terrorism, of poverty, of social and
financial degradation, of strangers, and those who are “in the
periphery of the community”, having as stable and permanent
background the existential fear of death and nothingness. For
the spiritual man, who endeavors for interior culture and moral
regeneration, the main fear is that of regression and elimination of the exquisite experience of the spiritual elevation. At
the same time, the concept of the social responsibility and the
participation in the human suffering are dominating principles.
The moral philosophers in the past have tried to go beyond the
fear of the death, by acquainting themselves with the concept
of death in a peaceful and harmonious way, underlying at the
same time the value of the self- knowledge, self- control, selfactualization, strengthening also the mental and spiritual capacities of the human being. The search for models, who might
serve as guides, illuminating the way of spiritual elevation and
mental perfection, by the adaptation of eternal values, is an
anguishing process especially for the young generation, who
lives mostly in despair, searching for a beam of light in their
hopeless life. Inside the world of the conscious faith and under
the hope of eternity the human being is able to overcome the
darkness of fear, the threat, the depression and the shadow of
the death.
Key words: fear, way of life, history, society
Introduction
In the human history, fear is a dominating negative
emotion1, which has been playing a very important role in the
personal and social life, through the centuries. Fear is nested
in the soul, motivating and modulating feelings and behavior,
becoming a substantial part of the psychological background
of the man2. Fear is underlined in the majority of the historical
texts, as well as in the literature, either as fear of death, of the
unknown, of the time and mode of the end of the life, as serious
danger of the life3, or as a threat, been derived from the natural
environment, the wild animals, non-rarely from the man himself, from the diseases, from the unknown conditions and the
unexpected phenomena, or as lack of freedom and slavery, as
fear of the physical or moral pain, as fear of social rejection and
isolation, as fear of political and religious persecution, as fear
of the injustice, of the imprisonment, of the execution, as fear
of the death of relatives and beloved persons and mostly as
fear of war and disaster4.
The prevailing fear today is mostly the fear of the use
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of nuclear weapons, of terrorism, of strangers, of poverty, of
economic and social misery and the existential fear of death
and nothingness5.
In the philosophical treatises, the profile of fear is either well defined or it is mentioned indirectly6, as en emotion,
which disrupts the interior harmony7 and serenity and induces
the feeling of insecurity8 and anxiety9. The moral, the skeptic
and the stoic philosophers have endeavored to overcome the
fear of death10, conciliating the man with his own self, the society, the environmental conditions, the profile of his life and
increasing also the self-control11, the self-knowledge12, the psychological resistance and the mental power, in order to be able
to fight successfully the fear of death13 by the reasoning and
logic14 retaining the interior peace, equanimity and tranquility
or his imperturbability15. It is emphasized, in the Greek tragic
poets, that the time may alleviate the fear, increasing the hope
16
and helping the man to face the causes of fear in an impassionate way and with caution17.
In the modern philosophy, many authors tried to underline the value of the man’s psychological power18 helping
the man to master the fear and the insecurity. Other authors
tried to emphasize the temporal character of the human life19 in
order to minimize the tragic concept of death.
In the contemporary labyrinth society, fear is enculturated and propagated by media, the press, the fiction and
poetry and is depicted in the works of arts and the modern
music. In addition, despite the fact that human life is more safe
nowadays than in the past, the sense of anxiety20, insecurity, uncertainty21, the threat and despair have been culminated
continuously.
The man endeavors anxiously to find spiritual models,
who might guide him to find his way to the genuine and eternal
values, in order to escape from the dark space of fear and depression22. The search for absolute values23 and the consolidation of the human life on a stable system of principles, worths
and axioms of eternal value is very important for the establishment of the interior peace and existential completeness.
The man enters with a genuine faith and a conscious
spiritual life in a charismatic atmosphere where the divine love
and the hope of eternal life may drive away the pain, the anxiety, the sadness24 the fear of death and of nothingness. Inside
the spiritual atmosphere, the human being does not face any
more the chaos and the annihilation. The death is no longer
a threat and a tragic event, a source of agony, but a peaceful
expectation of the eternity, which would open new existential
perspectives25. The vision of God, the revelation of the sacrificial love of God in the human life26 offers a unique existential
stability, a profound interior peace, goodness and happiness.
Pathogenicity of fear
Fear as one of the most primitive emotions and phenomena, which accompany the human being through the centuries, plays a very important role in plotting the profile of his
personality, modulating greatly the social performance27, the
homeostasis, the psychosomatic condition, the mimic expression of the face28, the reactions of the autonomic nervous system and the hormonal interactions.

The main cause of fear is the sense of existential insecurity29, which is the consequence of the threat upon the
physical integrity, the health, the mental health the social and
economical well being, the life and overall the existential stability and integrity30 of the human being.
The estimation of every dangerous experience or
event is related to the previous phobic experiences, to the special causative factors of fear, to the proper education of the
person31, to his physical and mental strength, and to the psychological preparation of the frightened person32. It is important
that every phobic experience increases the person’s sensitivity
to dread, so that it might be said that fear generates more fear.
In the long history of the humanity, the fear was mostly
created from the threat of the life, the threat of the real existence of the human being. The threat of the life was lurking
everywhere from the infancy to the senility of the human being.
The man been always at risk, surrounded by so many dangers
and perils, such as natural hazards, strong wild animals, physical disasters, serious diseases, accidents and unexpected enemies, use to realize himself insecure, unsafe, vulnerable and
unstable from the existential point of view. The man has been
facing the shadow of death on any step of his unstable and
painful life33. The man faced from the very beginning the physical and mental disability, the death of his parents, the infirmity
of the siblings, the handicapped children. All those traumatic
experiences were recorded in his memory for ever.
Every disease was emphasizing the physical weakness and the transience of the human being, and increasing
the fear of death and inducing the sorrow the insecurity and
all the negative34 emotions, which used to disturb the harmony
of the soul. The realization by the human being that every day
he is approaching the end of his life is a sensational fact, very
painful with substantial psychological consequences35.
Very early in his history on earth, man has had also
the experience of homicide and fratricide36, revenge, wars, invasions, hostility, violence, atrocities, slavery, imprisonment,
capital punishment37, which increased greatly his insecurity
and fear and made him to feel helpless and as living continuously under the shadow of the death38.
The man summoned up all his mental power, his creativity and intelligence in order to compensate the exterior
threat, constructing weapons for defensing and protecting himself, which however could not alleviate the fear and the continuous threat.
The fact, that the means of protection and defense
were shortly used as means of attack and aggression against
his neighbor his relative and his fellow man, was a tragic experience really39 . The fire, from measure of warming and protection, was used as measure of arson, punishment and catastrophe40.The knife from instrument of construction, was used as
instrument of death41, the stone from mean of construction became a mean of capital punishment42 and vengeance43.
In some periods of the human history, as it is clearly
revealed in the world literature44, fear was the real oppressor of
the human life, paralyzing any productive activity, any creative
thought45. The lack of scientific knowledge, the ignorance, the
prejudice46, the superstition, the myths and sagas, the maximization of the imagination, plotted a mess of insecurity in
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individuals and societies, who used to live inside a cage of fear
47
performing under the domination of fear and terror from natural and supernatural powers48.
In the human history the fear and the intimidation have
been used as modes for imposing power and sway49 as means
of subordination50 of the feeble to the strong51, who can threaten the others by physical strength52, or financial and political
power or even by moral coercion in the power of darkness53.
In the history, the capital punishment has been used several
times whenever a person resisted or revolted in the indignation54, the ambition and the requirements of a tyrant or despot55.
The imposed submission results always in the tragedy
of the emotional and psychological suffering, the elimination of
the positive expectations, the regression, the mental and social
deterioration and the driving in the way of attrition and misery.
Very often nations, societies and individuals collaborate and
allied themselves under the shadow of the fear, in order to face
the common enemy and to repel him, retaining their liberty
and self-reliance56 . Political parties, with a different ideological
background, form coalition governments frequently, in order to
get the political prevalence.
The terror, the fear and the thread introduced new
terms in the languages all over the world, such as the terms
enemy, foe, slaughterer hostile, murder, terror, terrorist, barbarian, invader, horde, liquidator, massacre, bomber and so
many others which enrich the vocabularies from ancient times,
underlining the danger, the disaster, the death, the catastrophe
and the annihilation of the human being57
In the broad spectrum of fear the moral death was
added as the most tragic and abominable menace. The violation of the moral values58, the scorning of the human dignity59,
the rejection of the spirituality, the persecution60 of the human
being, the imprisonment, the trials61 due to his moral, religious62
or political beliefs are tragic phenomena in the human history
for centuries63 been imposed mostly by individuals who suffered from mental or personality disorders64.
The child faces the fear even inside the family from the
initial stages of his life. He distinguishes the fear on the face
expression of his parents associated with the insecurity, uncertainty, murmurs and complains65. He becomes familiar with
the lack of simplicity66, the sincerity, the truth, the prudence,
the spontaneity and the modesty67 in the social communication.
The child has learned even from his infancy the various real or
imaginary threats68, and gradually entrenches himself, in order
to get protection from the various environmental traumatic impulses.
The imaginary threats may induce panic reactions
even in the lack of a real phobic object69, which may have tragic
dimensions in particularly sensitized persons70 .
The fear as an experience may induce series of physical or mental conditional reactions. The central brain structure
concerning phobic reactions is amygdala in the temporal lobe
of the brain71, since morphologic alterations of the central part
of amygdala result in abolishing the emotion of fear and suppress the phobic reactions of the autonomic nervous system72.
However, registrations of memory impulses in the human hippocampus may maximize the phobic reactions and release late

emotional phenomena73.
It is known, that phobic psychological interventions
may decrease several times the morality, the resistance and
the competitiveness of individuals or societies74 resulting in
panic reactions, inertness, defeat and subordination75 without
any relevant reaction76, extinguishing the perspectives of freedom and amelioration of the quality of life77 and suppressing
the social and political performances78.
It is important that fear is a transmissible emotion, either via the art, the literature, the speech or the behavior and
social performance of the people.
Fear does not exists in the mind of persons cultured
spiritually79. The physical, psychological and social phobic experiences gradually extinguish80. The existential stability increases as much as the spirituality increases and the interior
life is based on the truth81, the eternal values and high moral
standards. The truth is able to liberate the human being82, from
the shadow of the fear, like an interior ligh83 , enlightening the
mind84, the soul85, removing the darkness of fear, the anxiety
and the sadness, making a spring over the attrition86.
During the spiritual elevation the only type of fear in
the soul is the fear of the reactions of the earthy man inside
us87, the old primitive man88, who still exists in the human soul,
necessitating continuous culture and spiritual exercise in order
to be submitted to the rule of reformed and regenerated spiritual man89. The only fear is the fear of an eventual lack of interior
peace, harmony and existential stability, thus the fear of the interior dispute90 which induces serious emotional alterations91.
The search for the truth and the adaptation of moral values
guide the individual itself, the society and the humanity as a
whole to perfection92. The interior peace and harmony would
be the supreme experience of the spiritual man93.
The fear today
In our Era, despite the great technological achievements, the advanced scientific knowledge, the space programs,
the specialized education, the legislations for the human rights
and the respect for the human dignity the fear dominates on
everything, everywhere.
The terrorism94, which provokes serious traumatic
experiences95, the recent practice of suicide terrorism96, the
poverty, the various diseases, the social isolation, the social
and financial insecurity, the fragile political and social stability,
the disintegration of the family life, the extensive use of drugs
among the young generation in the western societies, the climax of commitments of suicide and the perpetual thread of
the nuclear weapons, all compose the tragic symphony of fear,
terror, sadness and despair which sounds continuously transmitted quotidian by the media97, the works of contemporal art98
and literature99.
The recent phenomenon of the use of terror as a tool
by individuals and organizations and the tendency to achieve
high victim mortality rates, the frequent use of explosives in
government offices, military bases, public   buildings, buses,
railways, subways, bus stations and the use of bomb and bullets in the streets100, paralyze by fear the citizens of the large
metropolitan centers. The fear of prisoners and convicts, who
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escaped, the fear of robberies and many other atrocities, the
terrorism in the schools acted by children and adolescents are
recent tragic phenomena, which emphasize the moral and cultural decay of our civilization101.
The increased criminality of the children and adolescents is the most disappointing phenomenon of the western
society, associated with the disintegration of the family life and
the tremendous number of divorcees102.
The syndrome of fear affects some countries in a higher proportion than others, since in some areas people are more
fearful than in others, due to their cultural and historical background, economic situation, belief and philosophy, geopolitical
place in the world and their general psychological profile103 and
general concept of social insecurity104.
Nowadays, in many large metropolitan centers all over
the world there are “zones of fear” and an “ecology of fear”105
was developed, inducing serious consequences on the psychic harmony of the inhabitants and the visitors106. Large cities
accumulate large number of new citizens and immigrants who
have tremendous socioeconomic problems and large cultural
discrepancy107, who suffer seriously due to economic crisis, the
unemployment and the marginal social alienation108 disseminating the fear and the agony by illegal and irrational performances109.
Among the social groups the fear is more marked in
the women, the children110, and in the elder population111.
In the European Union the background philosophy is
the creation and building a Europe of Freedom, Security. Justice (AFSJ)112 , Peace ( the idealistic Kant’s “Eternal Peace’’113)
Political and economic stability and prosperity, without any fear,
threat or insecurity among people and societies114.
However, in spite of any continuous positive efforts115
the fear still exists among the citizens of European countries,
which face serious economic problems in the spectrum of the
recently increasing   energy and financial crisis116, sometimes
resulting in serious political and social conflicts117.
In addition, in the mind of the people, all over the
world, the fear of a nuclear war or of a nuclear accident118 is not
extinguished yet119, being rekindled after the recent accidents
in Japan120. That fear is not an experience on a personal level, but has sociological and geographical dimensions, being a
major psychological problem of the current era.
The fear today «robs us of our freedom”121, it has become “the inhabitant of our world”122 . The continuous “low-intensity fear” surrounding us “forms a backdrop of our experiences and interpretations”123. It is much important that fear and
the cultivated danger and threat124 abolish from the soul the
hope and the happiness inducing the anxiety and the agony125.
The human being endeavors to reverse the diffuse
anxiety in to a precise and concrete phobic emotion, based
on a specific cause, in order to replace the uncertainty126 by a
certain pragmatic etiology127.
The orientation and the strategic of the life might
be harmonious, feasible and successful if it is based on the
freedom, the hope, the self-esteem, the self- control, the selfknowledge128 and on a genuine and sincere moral background.
For any man it is impossible, to develop an harmonious system
of values and worths, living under the shadow of the fear129, the

uncertainty, the unwise demands and the social disharmony130.
The fear, under any condition, increases, as a rule,
the existential insecurity which is of the most suppressive and
depressive causative factors of the human soul131.
It is essential, that the human personality should be developed in serenity and peace, without any phobic experience
or education132.It is essential that in the place of fear, threat,
uncertainty, insecurity and sadness, the hope, the peace,
the serenity, the knowledge, the meditation133, the wisdom134,
the strength, the faith and the pure and genuine brothrly love
should be flourished135. In the place of the temporal and earthy
objectives and desires136, the eternal and unconditional values
should be cultured137.
The spiritual constitution of the personality, the selfknowledge138 and the liberation139 from the passions of the
soul140 take off the various types of fear141 and establish the
tranquility, the peace and the certitude of the eternity142, offering also the interior rejoice143.
The amelioration of the human society should be
based on the personal amelioration of every human being144,
who would culture the eternal and absolute values and principles145 and the sincere adaptation of personal and social responsibility146. The tyranny of the fear would be demolished
whenever the interior stability and the spiritual strength would
be prevailed in the human soul and the light of the eternity illuminate the way of life147.
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